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PREFACE
The work described herein has been sponsored by the National
_eronautics and Space _dministration (NASA) under the title. A_ml___
of Remote Sensing Data Collected for Detection and Mapping of Oil
Si__!_ , and contract reference ntm_er NASI-16178. The technical
authority for the contract was Mr William Croswell of NASA Langley
Research Center, and subsequently, Dr Harold Maurer of _ Wallq_s
Flight Center.
Much of the original data was supplied by the Canada Centre
for Remote Sensing (CCRS) of the Department of Energy, Mines and
Resources (EMR). In addition, CCRS made available several image
analysis devices and computing facilities for use in this project. The
author would like to thank Dr R.A. Neville of CCBS for initiating and
extensively supporting this project through consultations, provision of
technical data and information, and reviewing the completed work.
Several CCRS staff members have provided their special expertise:
Drs R.A. O'Neil, R.K. Hawkins and B. Guindon.
NASA, which gave the necessary financial s_pport, also
assisted through the welcome contributions of Drs H.E. Maurer, and
J.D. Oberholtzer, and of _ Swift of EG&G and W. Oderman of CSC. The
author is particularly thankful for the motivation and guidance
received from W. Croswell, who acted as the scientific authority for
most of the term of this project.
The author is indebted to several colleagues at INTEIN% for
their help in this project: G.J. Wessels for computer programming and
technical assistance; Drs R.T. Lowry and D.R. Inkster for constructive
discussion; and D. Kemp for preparation of figures.
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1. INTRDDtL_ICN
Use of commercial products or names of manufacture_ in this
report does not constitute official endorsement _f sud_ products or
manufacturers, either expressed or implied, _ the National Aer_,autics
and Space Administration.
I.1 BACKGRDU_D
TO test the effectiveness of the oil dispersant, corexit
9527, JBF Scientific Corp. (JBF) conducted a controlled oil spill
experiment on behalf of the American Petroleum Institute. Several oil
spills were carried out at Dump Site 106 off the New Jersey coast, in
the first ten days of November 1978. It was recognized that this w_
an excellent opportunity to test various remote sensing devices for
their ability to detect, identify and map oil slicks in a marine
environment. _herefore, several remote sensing groups joined in a
co-ordinated effort of airborne overflights of the oil spills. The
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS) participated with two aircraft,
a DC-3 and a Convair 580 (CV-580); the latter in co-operation with the
Environmental Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM). The United States
Coast Guard used a C-130 aircraft, and the National Aeronautics and
Space _dministraticn (NASA), a C-54 to acquire oil spill datai JBF
mcni_ the oil spill site from a Sk3mmster II.
Following a practice session on 1 November 1978, using a
spill of R_damine WT dye, an oil spill was emPlaced, on 2 and 3
November, b_ the ship R/V Annandale, operated ky the Marine Science
Consortium Inc. Buoys, dye markers and surface current cards were
positioned in the vicinity _f the oil slicks ky the vessel
Geo. B. Kelez, from the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). A helicopter _as used _ apply disp_rsant to
the oil, ii0 minutes after the beginning of the spills.
_s
1.2 PURPOSE
Since the time of the oil spills in November 1978, many
researchers in the participating agencies have been working on reducing
a_d analysing the vast amount of data collected. It was recognized
that the multiple o_erflights with numerous types of sensors afforded a
unique opportunity to compare the relative merits and limitations of
these sensors. _herefore, NASA a_arded a contract to Intera
Environmental Consultants Ltd. (INTERA) to analyse certain data sets,
with the purpose of:
i. correcting and calibrating the recorded data from some of
the more p_omisi_ sensors_
2. calculating oil/water contrasts;
3. geometrically rectifying and subsequently overlaying the
data (or images) from certain sensors.
These goals were possible, within the confines of remotely sensed data,
availability of supporting data, and data-set/time coincidence.
_he physical basis for the remote deteu_cion of oil on water
is referred to herein; however, a more direct and extensive treatment
is avail_le in the literature listed in the references. Because this
report deals principally with the data recorded on the two CCRS
aircraft, the reader is directed especially bo the Report of the Arctic
Marine O_spill Program _l_mote Sensing Project (O'Neil et al., 1980a),
_hich is regularly drawn upon here.
3o
MISSION DES(]tlPTIC_
2.1 S_)R (__T
Most of this analysis was conducted on a subset of. the data
gathered ky the two CCRS aircraft on 2 and 3 November 1981, with
additional and coincident data recorded by the NASA aircraft. The (3CRS
DC-3 (registration: C-GRSA) carried the following sensor complement:
* 2 Vinten 70-ram Cameras (Vinten)
Multiple Detector Electro_ical Imaging Scanner (MEIS)
Optical Multi-channel Analyser (CMA)
Miller Pieau photometer (_PU)
* Laser Fluorosensor Mk IIl (12S)
Low Light I_vel Television (LLLTV)
* Multispectral Scanner (F_S)
Closed Circuit Television (CCTV)
while the CCBS CV-.580 (registration: C-GRSC) was configured with:
Closed Circuit Television (CCTV)
* Microwave Scattercm_ter (MS)
* ERIM Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
* Dual-channel (ultraviolet and infrared) Line Scanner (DCLS)
* Wild Heerbrugg RC-10, 23-cm Camera (RC-10)
Side-looking 35-ram Camera (35-ram).
In addition, each of these aircraft employed an airborne
data acquisition _,]stem (AI%_S), controlled by a mini-cumputer, for
recording sensor, navigation and ancillary data. _he data analyses
required under this contract involved the sensors above that are marked
with an asterisk-
4The specifications for the instruments are given in.Appendix.
A. For purposes of sensor cross-comparison, son_ of the data recorded
by the Scanning Microwave Radiometer (SMR) and the Airborne
Oceanographic Lidar (AOL), carried _ the NASA aircraft, plus colour
photography from the JBF overflights, were provided for this exercise
byNASA Wallops Flight Center.
L
2.2 SORTIES
2.2.1 2 November
An oil spill took place between 16:53 and 16:55 GMT on
2 November 1978, at 40°08.4 'N, 73°32'W- Murban crude oil (Abu Dabbi;
1666 litres) was emplaced b_ the Annandale, under clear skies and a
surface wind of 6 to 7 knots at 240 °. _he oil formed an emulsion
(O'Neil et al., 1980a) within a short time of the spill. An oil
dispersant was applied to the oil slick between 18:50 and 19:15 G_T.
The DC-3 made 25 passes over the oil between 17:14 and 18;24 GMT, from
which three data sets (Passes 9, 21 and 24) were chosen for rigorous
analys is.
The CV-580 made six passes over the spill, at 250 m
altitude, bet %t_en 16:56 and 17:14 G_T, recording data with the DCLS and
the F_. A seventh pass was made at 17:39 GMT at 5.5 km altitude, with
the DCLS operating. Thereafter, seven flight lines were flown with the
SAR at 5.5 km altitude, betwt _-_n 17:53 and 19:17 G_T. Two of the
lower-altitude passes (passes 3 and 6) were analysed for the DCLS and
MS data, as was Pass 2 (also labelled "C") of the SAR coverage.
Detailed descriptions of all of the remotely sensed data utilized in
this study are tabled in Appendix B. .
2.2.2 3 Nove_0er
On 3 November 1978, another ¢ontrolled spill took place at
40o09.5,N, 73o35'W, betwsen 15:14 and 15:18 _4T. _e Anna_e placed
1666 litres of La Rosa crude oil (Venezuela) on the ocean, under clear
skies and a 10-knot wind at 060 °. _he heavier and darker La Rosa did
r_t form an emulsion. The oil dispersant was added to the oil between
16:55 and 17:10 GMT. The CCRS DC-3 made a total of 29 passes between
15:41 and 18:20 GMT, of which four data sets (Passes 9, 14, 19 and 22)
ha_ been used in this study.
On the CV-580, the DCI_, RC-10 and MS were used during five
passes o_r the spill, at an altitude of 250 m, bet%t_an 15:17 and 15:31
GMT. One additional pass, at an altitude of 5.5 kin, was made with the
DCLS and the RC-10 in operation, at 15:44 G_T. From 15:56 to 17:32
G_T, nine more passes rt_xz_ed SAR imagery over the slick. Pass 4B,
made with the DCLS and MS, have been used in this study, and also Pass
5 (also labelled "F") with the SAR.
.DA'_% REDLL'_ON AND ANALYSIS
OF POOR QUALITY
The large and diverse array of sensors tested over the
Wallops oil spill of 1978 was _n to capture and record mud_ of the
known phencmena in the electromagnetic spectrum, by which oil could be
detected on the sea surface. The sensors carried by the tw3 C(3_
aircTaft on that occasion are listed in Appendix A, along with the
technical specifications of the instruments chosen for rigorous
analysis in this study.
Digital data reduction and analysis were conducted on the
CCRS Image Analysis System (CIAS), a dedicated, interacti%_ system,
based on a PDP-II/70 computer, and also on the OCRS time-sharing P_-I0
computer. Some electro/optical/mechanical devices were used with
analogue data formats, such as a reflecting projector and a zoom
transfer scope.
3.1 MSS (REFLEXYfIVE BANDS)
3.1.1 Sensor and Data
The airborne MSS is an ll-channel, optical/mechanical
line-scan spectrometer, which records emitted or reflected radiation.
It has a 2.5-mrad, instantaneous field of view (IF(N), and on the oil
spill mission of _a_vember 1978, was used at a scanning rate of 50 Hz.
Calibrated reference sources within the instrument permit the absolute
calibration of the recorded radiation. Only bands 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, I0
and Ii were actively recorded for this mission, and sensor noise
problems prevented the use of the data from band 9. S-bend correction
was not applied during _'q data recording. High-density data tapes
(HDIEs) of the F_S recording were converted to computer-compatible
!
7tapes (CCTs). Each CCT, representing one MSS flight line, contained
716 pixels across track (representing the 85.9 ° field of view) and
approximately I000 lines along track, for all of the eight active
bands. Radiometric resolution was 8 bits (0 to 255) per pixel, per
band. .....
3.1.2 Radiometric Corrections and Calibration
To permit the comparison of oil/water contrasts a,Dng several
flight lines and on different dates, it is necessary t_ r_duce the
recorded M_S data to absolute radiance units. To further eliminate the
variability of the signal, which is due to non-t2xget effects such as
atmospheric path length, it is desirable _x)deal with up_lling
radiance at the water surface.
The true spectral radiance Nl , can be derived for any one
spectral band, from the recorded digital signal S, by means of:
S-D
NA =
g'RA
(3.1)
where D is the dark offset, g is the gain setting, and R is the
spectral respcnsivity.
The radiance recorded at the sensor can be broken into two
main com[x)nents:
the target radiance N_ , and the radiance that is scattered b_ the
atmosphere into the field of view of the detector, N_ . This latter
term is called atmospheric "path radiance", and in general, increases
as the path length from detector to target increases, but is also
.
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dependent on the sun/detector lock angle. The presence of the
atmospheric path radiance ocnplicates the interpretation of the final ....
results, and distorts (reduces) the contrasts. Because N: varies With
path length (hence, look angle and altitude), and with sun/4etector
angle (hence, flight direction), N_ will be different for each flight
line, but generally Will #emain constant for the relatively short
(approximately i0 sec) interval of interest.
Path radiance was calculated for each flight line, and as a
function of sensor lock angle _ subtracting the upwelling water
rvJdiance N_ at the water surface (Personal Communication, Neville,
W
1981). N X was first derived for each of 2 and 3 November by
performing a linear regression of average nadir radiamees, against
altitudes (which varied from approximately 500 ft to 3000 ft ASL), and
extrapolating the regression line to the sea surface. The resulting
water radiances for the acti_ F_3S bands are shown in Figure 3.I.A and
3.I.B for 2 and 3 NOvember respectively. The dotted lines define the _+
one standard deviation envelope. The single point in the UV is derived
from the DCLS data.
W
Assuming tha_ NX remains constant over the time interval of
the flights for one day, and is constant o_r the lock angles that
cover the oil slick, the atmospheric path radiance term canbe
calculated b_ subtracting the N_ constants frQa the average total
radiance found over open water.
The atmospheric path radiances at nadir for the seven MgS flight lines,
which _re thus calculated, are displayed gra_ically in Figure 3_.C.
Decreasing backscatter at the longer wavelengtb.s mini be observed on
this graph, as well as the increased backscatter with increased path
length. Note on this Figure (3.1.C) that flight 3/09 %as flown at 2 X
to 3.5 X greater altitude than the other six lines.
9Path radiance as a function of look angle is described in
Figures 3.I.D through 3.l.J, for the seven MSS data sets. The minim_n
N_ for one band of one flight line is consistently near nadir, and
increases with loak angle (or atmospheric path length). The asynm_try
of each of t/_ese seven graph sets is due to jlon-unifozm_ sky
illumination conditions, m_d varying detector/atmospheric-scatterer/sun
angle. The last of these effects can be eliminated by flying directly
into or out of the sun's azimuth; however, other flight logistics did
not permit this.
It should also be noted that the above illumination geometry
considerations also affect the earlier assumption that the water is of
uniform radiance over the range of look angles viewed by the sensor.
It is not possible, with the existing data set, to identify and
separate the water radiance non-uniformity across the flight track. It
is recognized, therefore, that oil/water contrast calculations should
be done with both oil and water values extracted from similar look
angle positions. Tne procedure described above is expected to produce
first-order accuracies in radiance and contrast calculations, while
non-uniformity of water radiance results in second-order contributions.
Another complicating factor is the presence of sun glitter in
the scene. Wave facets with sufficient slope will reflect sunlight
directly into the field of view of the detector. This results in
increased radiance being recorded for specific pixels so influenced.
Sun glitter often leads to saturation of individual pixels. Because
the presence of oil reduces the wave slopes of the capillary waves,
there generally will be less sun glitter on the oil slick than on the
water; the effect is to reduce the total radiance from the oil as
compared to the water.
i0
The effects of sun g]itter were reduced by a number of
measures. First, the flight lines were chosen so that the angle
between scanner look angle on either limit of the scan and the sun
would be greater than approximately 60°. Second, the glitter-duminated
pixels were screened out _I replacing these pixels (which fell above a
threshold intensity) with t_e corresponding pixel in the .pre_.eding scan
line. Tnird, the calculation of mean water radiances was accorplished
by constructing a histogram of a large Dumber of water pixels, and then
truncating t/_e '_istc_jrA,,limits to eliminate outlying values.
3.1.3 Geometric Correction
To present a geometrically accurate image of the oil spill
•scene from the MSS digital data, it is necessary to remove the
geometric distortions introduced by the relative movements of _Je
scanning system and the aircraft with respect to the earth's surface.
One of the more serious distortions is caused by the scanning process
of the MSS, which is at a constant angular rate. The effect of this on
a (near-)flat target, such as the sea surface, is to produce the common
"S-bend" curvature in the cross-track direction.
The provision for S-bend correction is in the MSS hardware,
and is usually done in real time during data acquisition. This
correction hardware was not activated during the Wallops oil spill
mission. Consequently, S-bend distortions ram] be observe4 in some of
the FC_S scenes. Because the oil slick bead is typically at near-nadir
position on all MSS recordings, the oil slick bead is least distorted,
while the tail of the slick may be observed to "bend" on some scenes
where the tail is located at large lock angles (i.e., 3 November, Lines
19 and 22 [Plates F and G]).
II
The other significan£ distortion is that of non-square
• pixels. This effect is due to the fact that the.aircraft ground speed
was too high for the 50 Hz MSS scan rate and aircraft altitude for
most flight lines, and therefore, could not produce contiguous imagery.
Thus, the sample interval in the along-track direction L, and the
cross-track direction P, produced a pixel aspect ratio F, not equal to
one:
F= L/p@ 1 (3.4)
For the seven MSS flight lines analysed, the value F ranges
between 0.460 (oversampling) and 1.71 (undersampling) at nadir. Aspect
ratio correction of the F_S (and DCLS) data was necessary to permit the
overlay and comparison of other sensors' data. To avoid losing any
data, the oversampled scenes were not line-decimated to correct for
aspect ratio distortion; instead, the pixels were repeated in the
cross-track direction _] the factor F.
Using the sane rationale for undersampled scenes, lines were
repeated at a rate of F, to produce "square" imagery. _he resulting
corrected imagery displayed square pixels (or more correctly, equal
sample intervals in orthogonal directions) bet_a_n 0.848 m and 1.36 m
on a side (see Table 3.I.A).
3.1.4 False-colour F_S Images
Most of the multi-sensor c_mparisons in this study involve
the F_S. To provide a convenient, visual mode for these cx_mparisons,
photographic representations of the MSS scenes were prepared. Plates A
through G depict the seven MSS images in fals_lour assigrment of
three of the bands: F_S 3 = blue; MEg 4 = green; and MSS TIR (with an
inverted radiance scale) = red. This particular combination was found
to provide enhanced detail within the oil slick. The geometric
characteristics of these scenes are described in Table 3.I.A.
!
Table 3.1.A.
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Geometry of MSS and.DCLS false-colour images (aspect
ratio correction "applied)
Date/Line Aspect Ratio Square Pixel Plate
• (metres) _her
(November 1978) Correctlon (F) Slze
Scale of
photo
_L_
FSS
2/09 1.7ii 0.848 AB
2/21 I.166 i.26 ,
2/24 0.9160 1.28 C
3/09 0.4597 1.36 D
3/14 1.235 0.965 _
3/19 1.123 1.07 F
3/22 1.482 0.88 G
DCLS
.........
2/03 3.675 0.360 H
2/06 3.692 0.384 I
3/4B 2.098 0.407 J
1:2856
1:4244
1:'4311
1:4581
1:3251
I"3604
I:2964
i:1212
1:1294
i:1371
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_he choice of scale and coverage is a compromise between facilitating
profile and image overlays from other sensors and providing sufficient
spatial detail of the oil slicks.
Selective contrast stretching was applied to each of the
three bands of each _FC_Sscene to further highlight detail in the oil
slick. For additional enhancement of subtle radiometric detail,
background noise reduction of speckle was necessary. Instead of
applying the typical low-pass spatial filter, which would have resulted
in degraded spatial resolution, a "saw-tooth" radiometric look-up table
was used on each band. This process re-valued those water pixels with
abnormally low or high intensities Ix)brightness values in the range
typified by neighbouring pixels.
3.1.5 Oil/Water Contrast
The relationship between oil thickness and oil reflectivity
in the visible wavelengths, especially as it is exemplified in the
%_allops oil spill data of 1978, was described by Neville et al. (1979),
and by O'Neil, et al. (1980a). Their observations of the decreasing
thickness of oil being imaged by decreasing wavelength bands is
confirmed here, as well as the increased brightness of the emulsified
Murban crude over the non-emulsified and more absorptive La RDsa crude.
The spectral radiance of the thickest part of the oil is
described in the graphs of Figures 3.I.K and 3.I.L, for Murban and La
Rosa crude respectively. The relati_ brightness and oil/water
contrast of these two oils baccmes more apparent in Figure 3.I.M, where
the function:
(3.5)
r ..
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is applied to the absolute spectral radiances of the oil head (NO]
and the water (N_A)at sea level. The non-emulsified, darker La Rosa
oil appears darker (in the thickest oil regions) than the water in the
440-to-600-nm region, producing negative contrast. Outside of this
wavelength region (at both shorter and longer wavelengths), the
oil/water contrast (K) is positive. O'Neii, et al. {1980a) Suggest
that the cause of this _ is the _.ncreased absorptivity (f oil
in the shorter wavelengths, which reduces the (upwelling) _)lume
radiance of _ater beneath the oil. In the case of the emulsified
Murban oil, the increased _l_ne scattering of the oil/water emulsion
dramatically increases the radiance in the shorter wavelengths. _be
thin regions of oil appear brighter than the surrounding water, due to
the greater surface reflectance of oil throughout the UV to near-IR
spectral region.
The pattern of cuntrast increase with longer wavelength is
shown consistently fram flight line to flight line, and e_n frcm one
day to the next (Figure 3.I.M). The positive offset of the contrasts
derived from the Murban oil, with respect to the La R0sa, may be
explained by the above-described relationship of oil state versus
radiance. _he changing value of contrast (from negati_ tD positive)
across the reflective wavelengths suggests a means of spectrally
"fingerprinting" an oil slick feature in a marine envirommnt. In
addition, the spectral function of oontrast may provide a useful
mechanism for identifying an emulsified oil.
3.1.6 Time History of Contrast
A study of the time dimension of oil/water contrast in
Figures 3.I.N and 3.1.0 re_eals yet another useful phenomenon of
radiance contrast which could be used for the detection and
identification of surface oil slicks. For both oil types, there
appears a simultaneous trend of increasing oontrast with time at the
oil head, at wavelengths greater than (approximately) 600 nm, with
if
¢
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decreasing contrast at wavelengths below 600 nm. Since these changes
in contrast occur during a period when the sun elevation is decreasing,
the cause of this temporal feature of oil/water contrast is more likely
due to vol_ne scattering effects, rather than surface reflection. The
wavelength distinction between increasing and decreasing contrast may
be the influence of the greater atmospheric path length as the solar
elevation decreases. With longer atmospheric path, the illumination on
the target decreases faster for the shorter wavelengths, which are more
efficiently scattered out of the illumination path.
It still remains, then, to explain increasing contrast at
long wavelengths, while the target is experiencing reducing
illu_ination. Since the radiance of oil and of water (NO; Nw) is
decreasing, as is the sum of these tw_ variables, the only manmer in
which the contrast (K) may increase is for Nw to decrease
proportionately faster than NO. This is quite likely, because oil is
a more efficient backscattering target than water at longer
(reflective) wavelengths.
_p
Once the time history of oil/water contrast is better
defined, it may become yet another dimension in whid_ to detect and
identify oil types. A temporal-spectral signature could be used to
confirm the presence of oil On water, and if sufficiently refined,
some basic categorization of oil types may be possible.
Since the oil/water contrast must eventually decrease, e_en
at longer (reflective) wavelengths, it may be possible to use the
maximum contrast achieued and its corresponding time point (or the
shape of the contrast-time curve) to estimate the original spill time.
This may be very useful information fr-- oil spill legislation
enforcement.
I
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3.1.7 Spatial Variation of Contrast
The study of oil/water radiance oontrast as it is distributed
spatially is made particularly difficult b_ the lack of an
easily defined reference frame, and k_ the intrusibn of t_m_ral
effects. Some basic observations are still possible for the se_.n MSS
data sets of the Wallops oil spill of 1978, presented herein (Figures
3.I.P through 3.1.V):
Io The oil/water contrast shows a general decrease at all -
wavelengths (400 to 950 rim), progressing away from the
oil head for the Murban crude; the La Rosa crude
maintains a reasooably constant contrast f_r the several-
_tre span analysed.
2. For both oils, the oil/water contrast becomes more
uniform among the MSS bands, away frcm the oil heed.
. Some of the contrast perturbations shown at the slick
edges may be indicative of thin-film interference
effects.
3.I.8 ChrcmaticitT Anallmis
The study of the relative, rather than absolute, brightness
of a target in the reflective bands permits the quantitati_
characterization of target "colour" in a simple manner. This technique
has many applications, one of which, in a closely related discipline,
offers the measurement of suspended sediment concentration by the
chromaticity transformation of Landsat satellite data (Munda_ et al.,
1979 ).
•• ....i rilli
r
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The chromaticity transform involves the radiance ....
normalization of three MSS bands by:
and
x = Ni/(N i + Nj + Nk)
y = Nj/(N i + Nj + Nk)
{3.6)
(3.7)
where Ni , Nj and N k are the (full-band) radiance values in three of
the MF_S bands. Here, bands 3, 6 and 8 were used in one combination,
and b., 6 and 8 in another combination. Only three MSS bands were used
so that the resulting two dimensional chromaticity transform {x, y)
could be presented easily. Note that the transform takes up ore degree
of freedom:
z = Nk/(N i + N| + N k) = 1 - (x + y) (3.8)
The choice of bands was ma-]e to span the available spectrum of F_S
sensitivity, while choosing bands reasonably clear of noise.
Radiance data (at the sea surface), fron varying distances
from the oil head for each of the seven MSS lines, were transformed
into chromaticity space for each of the two three-band combinations.
The chromaticity plots are shown in Figures 3.I.W through 3.1.CC. In
the chromaticity space described in these figures, the "colour"
information apparent is that of colour hue and colour saturation.
There is no brightness dimension. _ point "E" at co-ordinates (x, y)
= (0.333, 0.333) is the achromatic (non-coloured) point. Hue is
defined _ the angular variation about E, while saturation is
represented as the radial distance from E.
On each of the chromaticity plots, the data paint closest to
E represents the oil head, with increasing distance from the oil head
resulting in chromaticity co-ordinates farther and farther from E. _he
data point farthest from E on each graph represents transformed water
radiances taken from that MSS flight line.
'\
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The obvious, yet surprising, observation to be made on each -
of the seven chromaticity plots is that the oil and water date are.
consistently oolinear with E, and assume the same angular position
about E. In c_ticity terms, that means that increasing the
oil thickness results in:
I. no hue variation (thin oil, thick oil and water are the
same "colour");
2. desaturation of colour {the thicker the oil, the more
greJ it appears).
It is perhaps even more intriguing that the MSS data from
multiple flight lines," and e_en from different days, align themsel_s
at the same angle _hue) about E. Whereas a oompariscn of absolute
radiances or oontrasts of the various MSS lines shows substantial
differences, the chromaticity transform has z_moved these variations,
and has reduced the data to a single dimension.
3.2 If.IZ-UV
3.2. i Sensor and Data
_e IX:LS is an optical/mechanical device for re<x>rding
reflected or emitted energy. It is typically configured with an
ultraviolet and a thermal infrared detector, which is a particularly
useful combination for oil spill detection. The _ sweeps a 77.3"
scan angle at a rate of 60 Hz. The IFOV for the OV detector is 5.5
mrad, and the spectral sensitivity is bet_n 0.30 and 0.37 urn.
;_]ditional technical specifications are given in Appendix A.
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Threedata sets (flight lines) were identified for analysis +
in this project: 2 November, Lines 3 and 6, and 3 November, Line 413.
These data sets are described in Appendix B. The _UV digital data
were transcribed from HDDTs to CCTs. The imagery of 2/03 and 2/06 were
S-bend corrected at this stage of conversion. Scene 3/4B was not +
S-bend corrected, due t_ data degradation in the original recording.
As a result of the S-bend correction, the 2 November scenes contain
1024 pixels across track, while the 3 November scene contains the
original 716 pixels. Radicmetric resolution is 8 bits (0 to 255) per
pixel.
3.2.2. Padi__,ptric Corrt_tions and Calibration
_be same procedure was used fur "generating absolute radiances
of the DCLS-UV data, as for the MSS visible bands (E_/uation 3.1).
Since appropriate multi-altitude UV data were not available from the
DCLS, the method of atmospheric path correction, as described for the
_S (Section 3.1.1), was not possible. Instead, the trends and
constraints of several wavelength-dependent functions were extrapolated
to the UV, to provide an iterative estimate of N . The functions used
to derive these estimates were:
i
I
i. the McCluney single scattering model (McCluney, 1974);
2. spectral irradiance of sunlight outside of, and
below, the atmosphere (Valley, 1965);
3. path radiance at nadir (Figure 3.1.C);
4. oil/water contrast (Figure 3.I.M);
5. oil radiance (Figures 3.I.K and 3.I.L).
Since this methodology was not as rigorous as that applied to
the _S data, oil and water UV radiances were extracted from near-nadir
locations whenever possible. In addition, the interpretations of the
UV data (to follow) are more cautious.
+
I
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Sun glitter, which also influences DCLS-UV data, was treated
as well. A low-pass video fil_er to Smooth the speckled OV dat_ .then
histogram truncation to further eliminate data extremes were used._
_he resulting path radiance at nadir derived for 2 rand 3 November,
using, the above techniques, extends the spectral curves of path ._, -
radiance (from MSS data) in Figure 3.1.C into the UV. • . _. ..
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3.2.3 Geometric Corrections
As waS the case with the MSS, the need for visu@l
presentation of UV scenes with geometric fidelity, as well as for
allowing the overlay of data from other sensors, necessitates the
geometric rectificatkm of the DCLS digital data. _s menticmmd in
section 3.2.1, S-bend oorrection _as possible, through softI, f_r
the two flight lines (3 and 6) of 2 November, but not of the 3 l_ember
line (413).
Aspect ratio oorrection was applied to each of the three DCLS
data sets. As may be observed in the DCLS geometry data in Table
3.!.A, tb_ (xnTection factors were sizable and varied, due to the high
degree of undersampling in the along-track direction.
3.2.4 False-Colour Composites
A false-oolour zepresentation of the UV and TIR DCLS data was
constructed to provide convenient display of subtle oil slick £eatures.
The colour uumbination, which applies to all three of the DCLg scenes
(Plates H, I and J), is: red = TIR, green ffiUV, and blue = [74 (with an
inverted radiance scale). The scenes in these three plates have been
contrast-stretched, and the "saw booth" transformation applied to
J
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reduce noise. In addition, a low-pass video filter was used f_r
smoothing speckle, because the larger image scale of the DCLS (over
that of the M_3S) could afford the loss in spatial resolution. _he
ge0metric characteristics of these scenes are listed in Table 3.I.A.
3.2.5 Oil/_aterC°ntrast
The oil and water radiances derived from the UV band of the
DCI._. are listed in Table 3.2.A and included in the Figures 3.I.A, B, K
and L. Although these radiances have been corrected for path radiance
and sun glitter, the observations made by Neville et al. (1979) and
O'Neil et al. (1980a) on UV radiances at the sensor still apply. _
UV hand gives excellent demarcation of the thinnest part of the slick,
better than in any of the higher-wavelength visible bands. The outer
(thinner) oil appears brighter in the UV than the thicker oil head.
The darker, thick parts of the slick are still somewhat brighter than
the clear water areas. This phenomenon occurs with both oil types,
despite the emulsified state of one oil and not of the other.
The explanation offered is that while the presenoe of any
thickness of oil increases the surface reflection component of the
upwelling light, a thin oil layer all(ms the upward passage of the
vol_ne reflection of the water below. Conversely, a thick oil layer
would absorb this volume reflection from the water.
These characteristics of UV absorption and reflectivity may
be observed when transformed bo oil/water radiance contrast. Figure
3.I.M shows the average oil head contrast with water in the UV,
indicatin that contrast is higher at both lo__r and higher wavelengths
than the depressed contrast point around 500 nm. This makes the
characteristic contrast fluctuation of oil as a function of wavelength
an even more important identification feature of oil targets.
Table 3.2.A.
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DCLS-4JV contrast of oil/water _ spot locations
Imcation iN
In Slick Radiance
* (wp_/_Vsr)
2/03
Oil/Water
Contrast
H 0.769 0.261
2 0.769 0.261
3 0.877 0.321
4 0.970 0.365
E 0.778 0.266
Water 0.451
i
-!
• i
I
!
i
I
2/06 H 0.850 0.264
2 0.898 0.290
3 0.994 0.336
4 1.108 0.383
E 0.873 0.277
Water 0.494
3/48 . o.;. 0._7
2 0.463 0.192
3 0.468 0.197
4 0.473 0.202
E 0.528 ' 0.254
Water 0.314
* For ooded locations in slick, see Figures 3.3.A through J. Codes H to
E refer to progressi_ly farther locatio_s awa_ from the oil head
(= H), within the oil.
°
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Oil/wate_ contrast for discrete locations wi_hin each slick
is also listed in Table 3.2.A. Positive contrast values are achieved
throughout the slick for both the emulsified and non-emulsified oil.
As might be expected, the brighter, outer edges of the slick show
higher contrast with water than the darker, thick oil at the bead. The
better depiction of oil b_ the DCLS-_4 imagery over the low-wavelength
bands can also be attributed partly tD the higher signal-to-noise
(S/N) ratio of the UV detector.
3.3 _I-IERMAL INFRARED (MSS AND I_.S)
The measurement of emitted radiance in the thermal infrared
(TIR) portion of the electromagnetic spectrum (4 to 20 _m) is a
particularly useful mechanism for identifying Oil targets in a marine
environment. Besides providing an independent dimension of oil/water
discrimination, it is one of the few spectral bands in which passive
sensors can be used in darkness.
The c_mplex mechanisms affecting the relative radiances of
oil and water in the TIR band are well described in O'Neil et al.
(1980a). The physical temperature and the eaittance of the targets
will define their relative radiationemission magnitudes. _he
emittance factor is influenced by such variables as thin film
interference (constructive and destructive), surface reflectance, and
bulk oil emissivity. _hese variables change in their impact on oil
emittance, depending on the thickness of the oil lair.
3.3.1 Sensors and Data
Data from both the F_S and the DCIZ thermal channels are
presented here. Both instrt_ents were operated with similar sensor
characteristics of spectral band width, respcnsivity, spatial
resolution and noise equivalent temperature (see Appendix A). In
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/_endix B, the data sets from these t_p instruments are liste_ se%_n
flight lines for the MSS (three on 2 November; four on 3 November)and
three flight lines for the DCLg (t%p on 2 November; one on 3 Npw_m_er).
As was the case with the shorter wavelength data from, these scammers,
the digital TIR data were formatted onto CCTs, and contained a.n 8-bit
radiance range per pixel.
3.3.2. Data Reduction and Calibration
The geometric corrections applied to the TIR data were
identical to those applied to the shorte_leRgth bands. In the
case of the MES, this meant aspect ratio correctiun and no S-bend
correction. For the DCLS data, aspect ratio co--ion was a_lied to
each of the three scenes, and S-bend correction also for 2 No,tuber,
Lines 3 and 6, but not for 3 _mamd_r, Line 4B. Fortunately, this last
scene contains the oil slick on nadir; also, the slick is oriemted with
its longitudinal axis parallel to the flight track, minimizing a_
distortions due to S-bend curvature.
Calibration of the TIR radiomet_ ix)absolute units of
cadiance, apparent temperature and physical tem[_rature was conducted
by multiple application of the Planck equation to the radiances
recorded _/ the sensors. In this method {co_._rsaticn with P. Neville,
OCRE, July 1981) mean radiance and temperature were _ilculated for a
small area of water near the oil slick, using an emissivity of water =
0.988 (mean value of emissivity for range 8.5 to 12.5 nm reportea by
Wolfe [1965] ). Then, assuming that the physical tem[_rature of the
water near the edge of the slick will be equivalent to that .of the
thinnest oil just inside the slick boundary, the emissivity of the oil
was calcula' _. A further assumption of equal oil emissivity
throughout the oil slick was used to calculate the adjusted physical
temperature of the oil. Coherent radiation interference effects (for
thin oil films) were not considered here.
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Theresults are presented in three formats. First, the
false-colour photographic representations maintain and enhance the
spatial and radicmetric detail of the TIR radiation distribution
(Plates A through G: F_S; Plates H through J: DCLS), albeit without a
convenient reference to precise calibration. These {photographic)
images have been selectively contrast-stretched and noise-filtered.
Second, the entire oil slick (head), as imaged in the TIR, is
shown in Figures 3.3.A through G for the MSS, and in Figures 3.3.H
through J for the DCLS. In these TIR images, the whole range of TIR
radiance has been "sliced" into four sub-ranges, with each sub-range
boundary identified in units of absolute radiance, apparent temperature
and physical temperature. These sub-range limits are valid for the oil
only; the mean radiance and temperature for water are defined in a
different manner, due to the different emissivity of water. A
nearest-neighbour theme filter, which considers both spatial and
radiometric characteristics of a pixel "neighbourhood", was applied to
smooth the thematic representation of TIR r_gimes within the oil.
Third, TIR data were extracted from discrete locatiors within
the oil slick and in the open water. These "spot" locations are
actually representative of the mean of a very small neighbourhood (3 by
3 pixels), to reduce speckle effects. The locations were chosen to
give a good cross-section of oil thicknesses, and are identified by
alphanumeric code on the grey maps of Figures 3.3.A through J. _he
radiometric values corresponding to the spot locations in the oil
(H = oil head, 2, 3, 4; E = oil edge) were contrasted with that of the
water (W), using the formula of _uation (3.5) and the resulting values
of contrast plotted in Figure 3.3.K.
jr .
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3.3.3 " Data Analysis
There is a consistent trend of temperature variation in the
TIR grey maps of Figures 3.3.A through J. Only the oil head is
discriminated from the water by the TIR. In the thermal images of both
the Merban and La Rosa crude oils, the brightest (warmest) areas are
those in the centre of the oil head. The coldest regions are in an ....
intermediate position in the oil head. _he surrounding water is at a
temperature between the two extremes of oil temperatures. There is a
sharply increasing temperature gradient in t_e oil head, frcm the
coldest to the warmest regions; at those locations in the gradient
where the temperature of the oil is equivalent to that of the water,
the grey maps show the sane shade of grey for both oil and water.
There is a more gradual temperature increase frun the coldest oil
regions to the edge of the oil head.
The relative emphasis of several physical processes for
differential thicknesses provides the explanation for the increased and
decreased temperature of the oil, with respect to the water [Neville
et al., 1979; O'Neil et al., 1980a). The warner region is
predominantly influenced by the solar heating of optically thick oil,
while for the cooler region, the i_r emittance of the oil film is the
more prominent influence.
The positive and negative contrast of oil and water is
clearly sho_n for all MSS and _I_ TIR scenes in Figure 3.3.K. In this
figure, the positive contrast at the brightest parts of the oil bead
(indicated by "H") is consistent from flight line to flight line, from
Merban crude to La Rosa crude, and from sensor to sensor. Negative
contrast with water is sho_n by other areas in the oil head,
progressing to no constrast (equal brightness with water) at the edge
of the oil slick.
/
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The different ranges of contrasts shown by the MSS data and
the DCLS data are p_obably due to system variability, rather than the
environment. Therefore, the data sets from the two sensors shou:d not
be strictly com[m_red. The locations in the oil head identified as "2,
3 and 4" are not intended to be (spatially) matched from one flight
line to another; therefore, their respecti%_ contrasts are only roughly ......
o0mparable.
Increasing flight line ntmbers on any (me day for the
sensor used, was analogous to increasing time. It became noticeable,
then, that oil/water contrast was increasing over time. This is a
definite trend for the brightest areas (H) in the oil head. There is
also a suggestion of increasing negative contrast for the darker areas
(2, 3, 4) in the oil slick. _e explanation for the increasing
contrast at the oil slick locations (H) can be derived frcm the
observation that the water radiation is reasonably constant o_r the
time interval of the observations, and that these optically thick
patches of oil are subject to solar heating and, subsequently, thermal
inertia. The time historY of TIR oil/water oontrast will he influenced
primarily by oil thickness, solar elevation angle, and the original
temperatures of the oil and water targets.
3.4 LASER FLUOROS_
Fluorescence occurs when radiation-stimulated molecules drop
from an excited state to the ground state and, in the process, emit an
ultraviolet or visible light photon. It is practical to use
fluorescence to detect and identify targets such as marine oil slicks,
because few molecules found in the marine environment fluoresce
strongly under 337 nm excitation, and those which do may exhibit a
unique fluorescence spectrtm. In a practical sense, fluorescence can
be expected to discriminate oil from other marine substances and among
major oil type groups (i.e., light, heavy, etc.) {O'Neil et al.,
1980a). _e use of fluorescence time decay analysis can further refine
a fluorescence spectral fingerprint of an oil, since the decay rate of
fluorescence radiation is again a characteristic identifier of oil
I'%_.
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. The irradiation of seawater at a.specific wavelength will
result in a small fraction of the backscattered light at a different,
but predictable, wavelength; this .is Pa_an scattering. Theheavier Y__'_, A
oils will absorb much of the incident radiation, thus permitting a ._.
distinctive water Raman scattering suppression to: I) identify heavier --_ i..
from lighter oils, and 2) measure the oil layer thic_mess. Because
other substances will also produce this Ramnn suppression, the positive
identification of an oil target will necessitate the use of its o_
fluorescence radiation spectrum (O'Neil et al., 1980a).
3.4.1 Sensor Description
_he ORS LSF operates by means of a pulsed nitrogen 9as lair .
which emits UV radiation at 337-nm wavelength. _be receiver is
gated so that it will selectively identify only the short period of
time during which the induced flu0re sce"oe is expected. Sixteen
spectral channels in the UV and visible wavelengths i(]entify the
spectral nature of the return fluorescence radiation. _he first
channel is intended to detect water Raaan scattering at 381 nm. The
next 14 channels cover the visible range from 400 nm to 660 nm, at
20-nm intervals. The sixteenth channel is located at 685 nm, which is
the mean wavelength of chlorophyll fluorescence emission, In addition
to the sixteen spectral intensities being recorded, a variety of
navigation and fluorosensor housekeepin_ data is also preserved, to
permit precise track recovery, intercomparisia9 of fluorosensor and
other sensors' data, and absolute calibration of target fluoresoent
return. Technical specifications for the fluorosensor are listed in
Appendix A, and further details are described in the paper _ O'Neil et
al. (1980b).
3.4.2 Data Analysis
Of the seven MEg data sets frcn the _ DC-3 that are
analyzed herein (see Appendix B), six provide laser fluorosen-qor
transects of the oil spill. The fluorescence return intensity for these
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six flight lines is sho_* for all 16 spectral channels (corrected for
altitude, receiver gain and laser power) in Figures 3.4.A through F.
The abscissa in each of these graphs indicates the flu_m0eensor sample
number; the sampling rate in all cases is I00 Hz.
It should be noted thatthe receiver gain on 3 No_m_ber
(Figures 3.4.D, E, F) was set higher than on 2 November. The result of-
this is that system noise is msre appparent on the 3 November flight
lines. The purpose of the higher gain setting, however, was to ef_hance
the detectability of the La Rosa crude oil (3 November) with its lower
fluorescence conversion efficiency (Buja-Bijunas et al., 1979; O'Neil
et al.; 1980b).
Except for the case of 2 l%m_mber, Line. 24 {Figure 3.4.C),
where the ground trace of the fluurosensor did not cress the oil head,
the Murban crude shows stronger fluorescence than the La Rosa, in all
15 visible spectral channels. The Raman scattering suppression in the
380-_ channel is more prominent on 3 November flight lines, also
because of the higher receiver gain on that date, but probably also
due to partial filling of the suppression feature by the higher
fluorescence on 2 November (O'Neil, 1980a, b).
The water Raman scattering suppression identifies a larger
oil slick than does the spectral signature derived frem the 15 visible
wavelength channels. This is probably due to the effective two-way
attenuation, by the oil lair, of the incoming fluorescence excitation
radiation and of the upwelling Raman-scattered radiation. For the
thicker oil r_gimes, the oil will reflect and absorb most of the
incident (excitation) radiation, effectively preventing this radiation
from penetrating through to the water; thus, water Raman scatterirg is
practically eliminated. With thin oil layers, where penetration of the
oil by incident radiation is significant, the upwelling water Rmaan
/_. . ..
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scattered radiation is still attenuated _ reflection from two
interfaces (water/oil and oil/air) and by absorption in the oil volume.
Thus, water Raman scattering is effectively suppressed _ oil films of
0.05 _m thickness or greater (Hoge and Swift, 1980).
Whereas the measurement of water Raman suppression can detect
the presence of scme surface substance, the fluorescence spectrum, as
defined by the 16 spectral channels, can lead to an identification of
that substance. The analysis method used for the identification of oil
was the correlation technique described by Dagg (1979) and by
Buja-Bijunas et al. (1979). The normalized fluorescence intensity in
the 16 spectral channels is compared between the airborne fluorescence
data and a standard spectrum, acquired in the laboratory (Buja-Bijunas
et al., 1979; O'Neil et al., 1980b), using the correlation function:
NZXM- _Xi_Yi • (3.9)
}) = [N_Xi 2_ (_Xi)2] t/2 [NT-Yi 2- (2:yi)2] '/2
where X i and Yi are the fluorescence intensities in the =ith" of 16
spectral channels, as me&s'.zredin flight and the laboratory
respectively. The laboratory reference spectra for Murban and La Rosa
crude 0ils are sho_n in Figure 3.4.G.
After passing the appropriate reference spectrum across the
flight data, the resulting correlations are plotted in Figure 3.4.R,
along with the original 500-nm fluorescence channel. A good "match"
bet-_t_n the flight and laboratozy spectra is indicati_ of oil having
been identified. This correlation process is dependent on the
normalized fluorescent intensities (_::ape of the spectral reflectance
curve) in the N channels where N equals 16, instead of the radiation
magnitude (cur_e amplit._d_); therefore, the weaker fluorescenoe is also
successfully -fingerprinted". Thus, the oil of lower fluorescence
efficiency can be well identified, as can thin oil films.
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An example of the first case may be _served in Figure 3.4.M,
wherein the 500-nm spectral channel do_ not provide any distinction
between oil and water, yet the correlation plot gives a clear
statement of the identification of the La Rosa oil. For the se_
case, Figure 3.4.1 shews that the oorrelation analysis produces a more
extended oil slick than does the single (500 nm) spectral channel.
O'Neil et al. (1980b) also point out that strongly fluorescing
anomalies may be identified as oil targets, using the normal spectral
channels, whereas correlation analysis can eliminate these false
targets.
A further clarification of the identification of an oil
target is provided _ a stretching function, applied _o the normal
(lh_O) correlati °n:
PKI = I0_O (3.10)
whiu-h enhances strong positive correlation. In Figures 3.4.N through
S, PHI correlatigns show more distinctive oil targets than their
counterparts.
The spectral sensitivity of the correlation technique was
tested on two data sets: 2 November, Line 9 (Murban); and 3 November,
Line 14 (La Rosa). The Murban crude oil fluorescence spectrum,
obtained in flight, was correlated with the laboratozy spectrum of La
crude; the La Rosa airborne spectrum was correlated with the
Murb_n laboratory spectrum. Toe results of the former correlation are
shown in Figure 3.4.T, and of the latter, in Figure 3.4.U. These
cross-correlations indicate that there is sufficient confusion between
the two spectra, and that the shapes of the fluorescence spectra cannot
be used alone t_ differentiate bet_n these two oil types, under these
conditions. Discrimination would be successful, however, if the
absolute amplitude of the fluorescent radiation were taken intx) account
(since the two oils have fluorescence conversion efficiencies which
i
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vary by a factor of i0). o'Neil et al. (1980b) conclude, frcm simila r
cross-correlation tests with these two oils, Bhodamine WT dye, and oils
frun other groups, that this fluorescence data and analysis process is
a viable means of identifying oils from the major oil groups and of
removing false targets.
3.5 _CRC_AVE SCA_
The appearance of an oil slick on the sea surface, as
represented on a radar image, is manifested by the reduction cf the
radar cross-section, (_o' of the ocean. Thus, an oil slick will be
recorded as a darker and smoother region than the typical sea clutter
in a microwave radar image. The zt_duction in mieTowave backscatter is
due to the damping of ocean capillary waves _hich, under normal
conditions, act as strong reflectors of the similar-wavelength
microwaves. _he damping effect of the capillary waves _ the oil layer
on the water surface is described by qan Kuilenberg (1975) as the
interference by the oil membrane of the air-water intnrface and
mechanical damping by the oil layer.
3.5.1 Sensor
_he GZRS Ryan scatterumeter, which was used on the Wallops
oil spill mission, operates at 13.3 GHz (Ku band; 2.25 ca). It is not
an imaging radar, but uses a continuously radiating 60° fan beam {fore
and aft) to characterize the radar reflectivity of targets below the
aircraft. The fan beam has a cross-track spread of 3° , and is sampled
in the along-track diz_cticn k_ means of the Doppler effect (frequenc%"
change} on the backscattered radiation- Either vertical (V) cr
horizontal (H) polarization may be tr :_smitted, and both H and V
polarizations can be received simultaneously- Thus, this instrument is
able to characterize the reflecti_ microwave signat_Ire of targets
| .
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their influence in the look, angle domain, and with respect Ix) signal-
polarization, although it is limited to a single radar f_uency.
Technical specifications for the scatterometer are listed in l%_=endix
A, and in Gray et al. (1979).
3.5.2 Data Acquir_
Of the i0 scattercmeter data sets acquired over the Wallops
oil spills, only three were found tm be sufficiently on target. _ase
three, fortunately, covered both (H and V) transmit polarizations and
experienced uniform sea-surface windspeeds of 4 to 5 m/s (7 _ i0
knots). Altitudes ranged between 232 and 274 m (760 to 900 ft),
resulting in nominal scattercmeter nadir footprints of 19 b_ 13 m
(along-track by across-track). At 60 ° look angle, the across-track
dimension of the footprint is twice that at nadir. _he three flight
lines processed were the same as those analysed for the DCLg (see
Appendix B): 2 November, Lines 3 and 6; and 3 November, Line 4B.
Data degradation from aircraft motion is a possible influence
on the results presented here; howe_r, their magnitude is uncertain,
due to the unavailability of the inertial navigation data for 2
November 1978. Pitch variations will cause mis-calibration of the
backscatter data, when all,lying antenna pattern gain correction,
especially at the extremes of the incidence angle range. _s well,
aircraft drift will produce spatial de-correlation of the ground
footprints of the scatterometer, because the illuminating fan beam
traverses the target at an angle to the aircraft motion (Gray et al.,
1979).
3.5.3 Data Analysis
The original scatterumeter data were first digitized onto
CCTs to facilitate subsequent manipulation by computer. _be data
wRre then calibrated to absolute radar cross-section by applying the
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internal calibration signal and anter_a pattern of the scattercmeter ........
(Gray et al., 1979). To prOVide a convenient display of
target/bac]cground contrast, the next step in%re)fredthe subtraction of
average sea backscatter. The resulting time histories of normalized
backscatter for six of the look angles are displayed in Figures 3.5.A
through L. The oil feature is shown consistently tD be a depressiQn of
the radar backscatter of the ocean. _he backscatter depression
increases with greater look angle (to a maximum of approximately i0 dB,
at 55°, then decreases, but does not a[_ear to be influenced
polarization mode. A ship within the scattercmeter coverage swath
produces a bright return. This may be seen in Figures 3.5.A, B, C and
D. Flight Line 4B on 3 November contains a complex radar backscatter
signature of ship and off (Figures 3.5.I, J, K and L).
In Figures 3.5.M through R, a quasi-imuge of backscatter
intensity is constructed on time and look-angle axes. Backscatter
intensity is coded as grey level, to present a convenient observation
of targets in an ocean-clutter background. A thorough discussion of
these scattercmeter data sets is given by Hawkins et al. (1979), and
also in O'Neil et al. (1980a).
3.6
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SYNTHETICAPERTOI_RAII%R
Like the microwave scatterometer, SAR depends on stppression
of capillary waves _ an oil film to detect the presence of an oil
slick. The suppression leads to a reduction in the radar cross-section
of the ocean {sea clutter). Of course, non-oil targets that also sup-
press capillary waves will not be separable from true oil slicks, using
only SAR data. Tne main advantages of SAR for detectirg oil slicks lie
in its ability to image the sea surface in day or night, and under most
weather conditions. Also, this sensor offers high spatial and radio-
metric resolution, and wide-swath coverage.
3.6.1 Sensor and Data
The ERIM SAR was flown on the CCRS CV-580 in the Wallops oil
spill mission of November 1978. It is a four-channel SAR, operatirg in
both X (9.350 (_{z) and L (1.315 _z) bands, with either horizontal (H)
or vertical (V) transmit polarization, and both like-and cress-receive
polarization modes. During this mission, the SAR operated with HH and
HV (transmit/receive polarizations. The 5.7 km slant range produced a
nominal swath width of 8 ka, resulting in a variation of incidence angles
for the oil of 40 ° to 42 ° (Pass 2 on November 2) and 40 ° to 47 ° (Pass 5
on November 3) (H. Maurer, NASA, personal communication, 26 January1982).
Early evaluation of the four-channel data (Hawkins et al.,
1979) indicated that the X-band HH-polarization (X-I_I) images were
superior to the other polarization and band combinations. Thus, ERIM
processed the signal film on their optical correlator/image dissector,
and converted the imagery to digital format. Two scenes were so digi-
tized: Pass 2, Line C, 2 November; and Pass 5, Line F, 3 November.
Each digitized scene of one SAR channel (X-HH) contained 2560 lines of
2560 pixels, onan 8-bit (0 to 255) linear radiometric scale. Initial
study of the photographic records of these scenes by Hawkins et al.
(1979) identifies the pertinent environmental and sensor features.
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3.6.2 Radiometric Corrections
To present a SAR image that shows backscatter intensity
variations which are indicative of target reflectivity, it is nscessazy
to i) remove the oontribution of the antenna power pattern, and 2)
correct for the slant range R3 attenuation law. The OCRS radar
preprocessing software (Teillet et al., 1979) was used bo correct the
original SAR data provided by ERiM through NASA Wallops. ERIM _s also
the source (letter, dated May 1981, from W. (_II, N_SA Langley) of
the vertical plane, antenna power pattern. The antenna pattern was
converted to weighting factors at 1° angular increments about the
principal axis of the antenna, prior to application to the SAR _ges.
Following the_ radiometric correction of the Original data,
the transformed data set was converted to the commonly used c]B
scale by means of:
c_B = I0 log (I2/Ii) (3.n)
where II, and 12 are radar backscatter intensities. The _ scale
provides a relotive calibration of intensities for either SAR image.
3.6.3 Geometric Cozrection
The Original digital SAR image provided by _ 0ontained a
pixel matrix in the slant-range/azimuth plane, with a sampling interval
of 1.5 m in both slant-range and azimuth directions. To facilitate
inter-sensor comparisons of data, this image geometry had t_ be
rectified to fit a plane, parallel to the Earth's surface.
Once again, the CCRS radar-preprocessing softuare (TeJl_et et
al., 1979) was employed to transform the slant-range image into a
ground-range image. _he geometric transformation also provided the
mechanism for pixel averaging and resulted in (transformed) pi_els
that were larger than the original pixels, and which had equal
(azimuth- and ground-range) dimensions.
°
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3.6.4 Data Analysis
Once the SAR image data had been radiometrically and
geometrically corrected, furtk_r data reduction was performed to
facilitate analysis. The backscatter intensity range was divided into
four _ubsets for 2 November, Pass 2, and three subsets for 3 November,
Pass 5, to permit a si_#le, visual distinction of the oil slick frc_
its open ocean background, and of the brightness features within the
oil slick, v_gure 3.6.A shows the 2 Nov_uber, Pass 2, SAR X-_ image
of t_he sliak in this marhler, with minimtm loss of spatial detail. In
Figure 3.6.B, the _ scene has been intensively smoothed, using
several passes of a nearest-neighbour theme filter. _his process
provides a reduced mapping scale, with its attendant loss of spatial
resolution; however, it also generates a great reduction in radar
"speckle" effects, which is a masking noise for visual analysis of
gross features.
These two figures (3.6.A and B) represent the Murban oil
spill of 2 November, and show an oil slick with the anticipated
backscatter depression, relative to normal sea clutter. As well, there
are several brightness r_gimes within the oil slick. The lowest
backscatter intensity is found in a swath, corresponding to the
longitudiP_al axis of the slick, with a width equal to one-third to
one-half of the width of the whole slick. This is pr_mably because at
the slick edges, capillary wave suppression b_ the oil film is
incomplete, whereas further into the slick, the travelling capillary
waves have experienced the cumulati%_ effect of amplitude suppression
over a longer period of time. Also, it is likely that tne oil film is
less continuous at the edges, permitting surface wind enhancement of
the capillary waves at breaks in the oil film. There are also bright
(backscatter) features within the oil slick; this phenomenon is
discussed in Section 4.4.
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The SAR image of 3 November, Pass 5 is shown in a similar
manner in Figures 3.6.C and 3.6.D (smoothed). This image is more
troublesome to analyse, due to the extra c_mplication of the appearance
of a helicopter, in the process of applying the oil dispersant.
This "artifact" is the apparent discontinuity of the oil slick, located
about two-thirds from the bottom of the scene. Considering only the
other areas of this oil slick, away from the helicopter location, the
same pattern of backscatter intensity distribution takes place, as was
observed for the Murban crude slick of 2 Novamber. Again, the greatest
backscatter depression is found along the longitudinal axis of the oil
slick, ringed by increasing backscatter intensity away from this axis,
until the brightness of the surrounding sea clutter is reached.
To better demonstrate the finer detail of the spatial
variability of the backscatter intensity, a profile transect of each of
the two SAR scenes is displayed in Figure 3.6.E (Murban) and 3.6.F (La
I_osa). _he high (spatial) frequency of backscatter intensity
variations, which is sea clutter, is evident in the open water. The
smoother, darker oil slid( is in obvious contrast to the water on these
profiles. The two-dimensional version of the backscatter profile is
given in Figure 3.6.G for the 2 November scene, and in Figure 3.6.H for
the 3 November scene. The vertical axis in each of these two graphs is
a dB scale of radar backscatter, inverted, _ better expose the oil
slick feature. Tne oil (shaded area on graphs) areas exhibit their two
characteristics= depressed radar backscatter intensity and lo_r
intensity-variance-
To quantify variables that may permit the (automatic) detect-
ion of oil in a marine environment by means of radar, each of the oil
and water features was identified on the X-FB SAR digital images, and
statistics were collected in the form of radar backscatter histograms.
In Figures 3.6.I and 3.6.J, the oil data histogram is shown on a
backscatter (dB) scale, overlaid with the outline of the water data
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histogram. Obviousin these histogramsare the differences in both the
histogram mean, which defines the mean backscatter intensity for oil
and water, and the standard deviation of the histogram, which gives a
description of the magnitude of the variations found within the oil or
water feature. The data for 2 and 3 November are in close agreement;
that is, the oil slicks show a suppression of the sea clutter b_
approximately 3-riB, and the oil regions are "smoother J'b_ about a 2-rib
reduction in the standard deviation of the backscatter.
The mechanism by which these t_o characteristics of oil and
seawater may be employed in an oil target identification algorithm is
shown, in simplified form, in Figure 3.6.K. It is suggested that a
decision rule or threshold, which would identify a slick feature on
radar imagery, should simultaneously use both criteria of backscatter
mean and variance depression, to reduce the frequency of occurrence of
false targets. _be relationship of return signal strength and its
variance, independent of target characteristics, must, however, be
taken into account.
j •
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o SE2_3R COMPARISONS
One of the principal objectives of this project is the
intercomparison of oil spill imagery. By overlaying or eorrelating the
data from two different sensors, a better understanding of the features
recorded by each may be realized. In addition, the successful measure
of some oil parameter (e.g., thickness) by one sensor can be oorrelated
to the recorded radiation of another sensor.
These interomqparis0ns are very difficult for a number of
reasons. Precise geo_tric rectificatiOn is essential to relate an
image element fr_a one sensor to that of another. The great variance
of sensor-operation geometry complicates the process of accurate
multi-sensor overlay. Whenever the sensors being o0mpared are carried
on different aircraft, the time skew of the resulting images adds
distortions that are irrevocable. In many of the sensor comparisons,
there exists some temporal difference. Toe data sets have been chosen
to minimize this time-distortion. In the case of SAR/MS/SMR
comparison, the imaging time differences among the data sets identified
for this project were too large (30 to 115 minutes) to allow any useful
data comparisons. For the sensor comparisons described below, the
temporal variations are s_aller, but still contribute to o_rrelation
noise.
4.1
To oompare the data from the MSS and the LFS, the footprint
of the _ was identified on the Vinten photography (conversatiOn with
R. Neville, CCRS, June 1981), and from there, transferred to the MSS
imagery. Toe data comparison is made in three ways:
i. LFS (PHI) correlation profiles have been constructed to
matoh the scale and timing of the _S scenes on Plates A,
B, C, E, F and G. The LFS profiles are on overlays in
Figures 4.I.A, C, E, F, H and J respectively.
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The LFS correlation profiles can also be o0mpared to
radiance profiles for M_S Bands 4 and TIR, in Figures
4.I.B, D, G, I and K. These MSS profiles are in
similar graphical form to the 12S profiles, and thus,
facilitate inter-comparison.
.
MSS TIR apparent temperatures and Band 4 radiances are
individually compared to LFS (PHI) correlations in
scattergram plots, shown in Figures 4.I.L through W. Any
relationships between these data types are expo_ "_d most
easily in this format.
Due to its operating characteristics and interaction with the
oil and water targets, the 12S has been identified (O'Neil et all.,
1980a) as the prime sensor for oil spill detection in Canadian waters;
however, the performance of this sensor at the Wallops oil spill
exercise, as shown in Figures 4.I.A through W, is less than
anticipated. One of the reasons for this reduced level of expected
performance is that the flights were conducted during near-peak
ill_ination levels at midday, in consideration of many of the other
(passive) sensors. The LFS would show better S/N characteristics if
flown at night, or at least dawn or dusk. The fluorescence "noise" is
due in part to the fluorescence evoked by natural (solar) excitation,
but mostly due to system (sensor) noise.
It may be observed from these data sets that the LFS detects
thicker oil better (i.e., with greater correlation accuracy) than
thinner oil. Thus, the fluoroscence spectrum of the oil is more
precisely defined _ the increased radiance received from a larger
vohme {depth) of oil, which also masks more efficiently the
interfering fluorescence spectrum of the underlying water.
• k
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MSS Band 4 "sees" more of the oii slick area than does the
LFS. The MSS TIR band shows oil/water contrast about as well or
perhaps slightly better than the LFS. The relative oil detection
capability of the LFS over these MSS bands would probably improve
significantly under lower (natural) illumination conditions.
The scattergram plots (Figures 4.I.L through 4.1.W) show a
detectable relationship between MSS (Band 4 and TIR) response and
fluorescenoe correlation for some of the flight lines. A strong
correlation is not doservable because:
I) the fluorescence and MSS data are not linearly related, and
2) there is a suspicion of a negative temporal offset of the LFS data
with respect _o the F_S data (less than 1 sec), which has not been
explained, but which could substantially de-correlate the data sets,
since the strong fluorescence feature is 1 second or less in size.
/-
4.2 mS/AOL _A_S_
The Airborne Oceanographic Lidar (AOL) operated by NASA
Wallops staff, is a scanning laser radar system, used with nitrogen gas
to provide an output wavelength of 337.1 nm. The incoming spectral
radiation, from 350 to 800 nm wavelengths, is received by 40 detectors.
Background ambient radiation is removed by monitoring non-laser-induced
radiation, and subtracting it from target fluoroscenoe radiation.
Further system description details are contained in Hoge and Swift
(1980).
Re _DL data rt_duction uses the measurement of water Faman
scattering suppressi_* by the oil to arriu_ at an estimate of oil
thickness. In the case of t/_eWallops oil spill exercise, the range of
oil film thickness effectively measured was f_om 0.05 to 5 pm (Hoge and
Swift, 1980).
: _ ,
• i/"
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Oil thickness data, derived from the ;_)Lmeasurements, were
provided for this project by NASA Wallops Flight Center. Oil thickness
profile transects, as well as two-dimensional contour plots were made
available. _he oil thickness resolution of the original contour plots
was 0,.5_m, and ranged between 1 and 4}an oil thickness. The contour
locations are based on (resampled) I _,pixels, and the swath of _£)L
coverage (on the water surface) was 30 m.
With the intent of comparing AOL oil thickness values with
MSS data, the AOL contour plots were scaled to match the FC_S scenes
used herein. With the aid of the JBF photography (also supplied by
,NASA Wallops), the AOL oil thickness plots were located and oriented
with respect to the oil sliok in the M_S scenes. Of necessity, due to
the small size of the resulting AOL contour plots, the contour interval
was redu_ _ol_.
AOL Pass 12 is shown in Figure 4.2.A, and was recorded 4.3
minutes after MSS Line 14 on 3 November (Plate E). AOL Pass 15 in
Figure 4.2.B was 1.1 minutes ahead of MSS Line 19 on 3 November (Plate
F). Figure 4.2.C shows AOL Pass 18, acquired 1.8 minutes after MSS
Pass 22 on 3 November (Plate G).
Quantitative assessments of the relationship between
AOb-deriu_d oil thickness and radiance in MSS Bands 4 and TIR are
given in the scattergram plots of Figures 4.2.D through I. These
scattergrams are not conclusive, due to de-correlation from MSS-deriued
noise, AOL-derived noise and the additional noise of data mismatch.
The fact that oil thickness versus M_S radiance is a double-valued
function is a further disturbance to an "elegant" relationship. It may
be observed, however, that the (approximately) 4-_m range cf oil
thickness, as derived from AOL data, corresponds to a radiance range of
2. W/m2/)jm/sr in MSS Band 4, and 0.3 W/m2/_/sr in the TIR
band.
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An evaluation of the graphical overlay of the AOL oil
contours on the _ photographic i_ges shows, on each of the three
comparisons provided, that sane gro_g features of radiance and oil
thickness do match. It may be noted, for instance, that the 1 }an oil
contour from the AOL has reasonably good agreement with the oil slick
edge as observed in the TIR. Also, the thickest oil defined by the AOL
occurs more or less consistently within the "warmest" regions, as
mapped by the TIR band. Finer detail correspondence, however, is
elus ire.
4.3 _ING MI_VE RADI_
During the Wallops controlled oil spill exercise, the NASA
Langley Research Center operated a dual-channel (22 and 31 GHz) imaging
microwave radiometer from the NASA C-54 aircraft. This radiometer was
developed and tested by the Naval Research Laboratory, Washington,
m,Co
This radiometer measures microwave brightness temperature,
which is then converted to oil thickness estimation (Croswell et al.,
1981). Two frequencies were used to eliminate ambiguities arising fr=m
"alias" oil thickness measurements at a single microwa_ frequency
(O'Neil et al., 1980a). The background sea temperature is measured at
all incidence angles, then subtracted fron the oil slick image data,
to eliminate bias, polarization and incidence angle effects.
Oil thickness contours, derived from micr_wa_ radiometer
images of the oil slick, were provided by NASA Wallops. The radiometer
data is limited in its definition of the distribution of the oil slick,
due to its (nominal) spatial resolution of i0 m; its _ :I thickness
discrimination has a (lo_r) threshold of I00 jura. _ limitations,
in o0mbination with the relatively small size of the spills of 2 and 3
November, somewhat restrict the applicability of this data set.
fr _--
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Three comparisons of radiometer-derived oil thickness with :
MSS imagery are presented_ radiometer Pass 17 (Figure 4.3.A) registers
with MSS Line 19 (Plate F); radiometer Pass 17 {Figure 4.3.B) registers
with MSS Line 22 (Plate G); and radiometer Pass 18 (Figure 4.3.C) _,
registers with MSS Line 22 (Plate G). The time variance between the _
radiometer and MSS coverages are, respectively= +8.5 rain, -2.4 rain, and
+1.8 min.
Tnere is general agreement in the depiction of the oil spill
head ty the radiometer and the F_S, as permitted _ the 10x difference
in spatial resolution. The outermost oil thickness contour (0.I ram)
defines a slightly smaller part of the oil head than does the MSS TIR
band, which is estimated, however, to resolve oil _hickness to a
minimum level of 2 pm (O'Neil et al., 1980a).
The radiometer and the AOL were configured in these
experiments in suah a way as to ha_ oil-thickness-resolving
characteristics, exclusive in range. Thus, the AOL resolved oil
thickness __I0 ;urnwhile the radiometer resolved oil thickness I00 um
(Croswell et al., 1981). Yet, the oil thickness contour plots from
these tw_ data sets are not mutually exclusive, but sh(w substantial
overlap. The reason for this is partly due to the relatively large
footprint of the radiometer, which results in much averaging of
radiance within a pixel. The non-linear relationship between emitted
microwa_ radiance and oil thickness will subsequently lead to
increased error in oil thickness estimation for those pixels with
greater spatial heterogeneity of radiance.
It is apparent that the radiometer defines an oil thickness
distribution with a fall-off for the oil head more gently sloping
upwind than downwind. This is a particularly interesting feature of
the oil being "pushed" _ the wind and the radiometer is the only
sensor showing this phenomenon.
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- Thequantitative comparisonof radiome=er-derivedoil
thickness and F_Sradiance in Bands4 and TIR are given in Figures
4.3.D through I. The relationships here are somewhat more definitive
than were the MSS/AOL cc_isons. Although once again, the
relationship is double-valued and suffers from several sources of
de-correlation noise, it ma_ be observed that:
I. maxim_n MSS 4 radiance corresponds to the minimum oil
thickness (as defined bY the radiometer';
2. maxim_n MSS TIR radiance corresponds to the maxim_, oil
th icknes s;
3. minimum _ TIR radiance occurs for an oil thickness of
approximately 0.2 ram.
The range of oil thicknesses defined by the micsm_ave radiometer '
extends from 0.i to 0.5 ram, whid_ corresponds to a radiance interval of
approximately 2.0 (W/m2/)an/sc) for the MSS Band 4, and 0.3
(W/m2/_m/sr) or 2.3 K° for the MSS TIR.
q
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4.4 MSS/SARCU_ARLg_
The geometric rectification of the SAR images perm._ittedtheir
overlay with other data sets. The SAR X-HH image of 2 November, Line 2
was scaled to match the M_S scene of Line 21, because this SAR image
was unencumbered with helicopter/dispersant interference. The SAR scene
was recorded 5.6 minutes before the M_S pass. Two forms of data
comparison were constructed: backscatter intensity contour map and
profiles.
In Figure 4.4.A, the thematic map of backscatter intensity
was contoured to sho_ the best dB discrimination level bet_en sea
clutter and its suppression by the oil layer. The o0ntour line in this
figure represents (approximately) 18 riB, wi't the sur_ing sea
clutter being greater that 18 dB. Inside the contour line, the oil
slick is below 18 c]3 in backscatter intensity, except for re,all, !
i
!
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discrete areas (outlined) where also, the radar echo is abo_ 18 dB.
There is strong agreement in spatial coincidence of these "bright"
areas inside the oil slick, on the SAR image, and the thickest ar_.as in
the oil head, as observed in the MSS image. The M_S Lmage verifies a
contiguous oil film at these anomalous locations, precluding the
possibility of small areas of bright sea clutter in the oil head. It
is not known whether these features are due to system or environmental
pherM:mena °
The backscatter profiles on Figures 4.4.B and C indicate the
degree of backscatter supp_-ession on a (continuous) dB scale. One of
the bright radar anomalies is shown to be as strong a radar reflection
as is sea clutter. On these SAR profiles, the boundary between sea
clutter and the suppression by the oil slick is obvious, and matches
well the slick edge as best defined by the MSS (Band 3). The
backscatter suppression, however, is equally strong in both thick and
thin oil regions (excluding consideration of the bright ancmalies).
These two observations suggest that radar is best applied to search and
detection of spills, rather than to thickness measurement or
identification of type. The radar profile graphs also indicate that
where the slick edge is not abrupt, but discontinuous, the backscatter
suppression feature on radar is lost in the intervening sea clutter,
despite the radar's fine spatial resolution. This would indicate that
radar sensing would become less effective with increasing age of spill,
presuming that, with time, the slick would bec_me less cohesive.
4.5 DCLSlSCA_ CCSPARISCN
The DCLS and MS were both carried on the 0/-580, facilitating
the ccmgarison of these two data sets. : _t of the mismatch of
scattercmeter profiles on DCLg imagery can probably be attributed to
angular differences between aircraft heading and ground track, or to
uncertainty of this flight parameter.
i
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Backscatter intensity profiles from the MS have been scaled
and oriented with respect to DCLS imagery {Plates H, I and J) in
Figures 4.5.A through F. Three representative look angles {shallow,
medium and steep) for each (f the fore m_ aft beams are displayed
along with the ground-track reference line. These overlay profiles and
the DCLS images indicate that the backscatter depression in the MS data
is responsive to the whole oil slick, as defined by the DCLS-UV band.
This is the case with each of these lock angles, although the steeper
look angles produce more intensive suppression of the scatterameter
return.
Scattergram plots of MS backscatter intensity versus UV and
TIR radiance are presented in Figures 4.5.G through P- _e poor
expression of any relationship between the MS and DCLS data is due in
great part to the large scatterometer footprint (or conversely, the
small oil slick size), which limitation is most aggravated for the
larger look angles. _he area of oil depicted _ the TIRband is
smaller than that in the UV, resulting in no appreciable oorrelation
between M_3 and DCIS TIR data. In the UV/MS scattergrams, however,
there is a consistently detectable trend of decreasing backscatter
intensity with increasing UV radiance. This relationship, which is
supported by theory but is quite subtle in these figures, is due in
most part to the UV brightness difference be_ oil and water.
Brightness variations within the oil slick itself have not oontributed
to the observed trend in these data sets. For_ a UV radiance range of
(typically) 0.2 - 1.0 W/m2/pm/sr, the corres_ing MS backscatter
intensity range (with sea-clutter background removed) is approximately
-4 to +2 dB.
iL
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Each of the sensors used in this study has some capabilities
and characteristic limitations for oil slick detection a_ measut_Nent.
_en used in an orchestrated manner, however, multi-sensor ooverage can
exhibit a synergism, due to the independent verification of oil targets
by complementary sensors. Additionally, the capabilities of one sensor
can offset the limitations of another.
To date, the intercomParison of data from differing sensors
is a difficult task, which is hampered further when the sensors are
carried on different aircraft. Future tests of m/iti-sensor oil spill
mapping must give substantial consideration for geometric and tim_
refere.cing among sensors. Much additional experimentaticn and
development is required before multi-sensor data can be routinely
overlaid and analysed in combination, in real time, which would be an
ideal monitoring scheme.
The following are the summary findings of this study with
respect to the various modes Of oil spill monitoring:
Io
OIL DETECTION -- All of the sensors investigated herein
have some abilities for oil spill detection in a marine
enviromment. The imaging sensors are, of oourse, more
practical when the requirement is for search and
detection, due to their greater areal coverage.
High/resolution radar is probably the most effective f_r
use over an open ocean, due to its indepen_moe f_m
(natural) illumination conditions and from most adverse
weather situations, and also because of its wide imaging
swath. _e optimum sensor for a particular situation
will _ on the environmental conditions on site
(haze, fog, sea state, etc. ).
5O
e
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AREAL EX"i_2_T_%WD DISTRIBUTION _ All imaging sensors
described in this study will provide a map of oil slick
spatial distribution {within their respective
capabilities foL" contrasting oil with water and for
spatial resolution). The better instruments for this
task would be a camera or s-_m_er, recording in the 5"4or
blue spectral band. The comPr _mise betweenthese two
options is related to the higher geometric fidelity and
spatial resolution of the camera system, versus the
higher dynamic rm_e and generally greater flexibility of
digital scanner data.
OIL THI(_NESS MEAS_ -- The dual-channel (UV and
TIR) line scanner provides a basic but effective
distinction bet_men thin and thick oil fills. A
(dual-frequency) microwa_ radiometer can g_.nerate a more
refined thickness measurement, for oil films of thickness
)I00 pro. The most promising sensor for measurirg thin
films is the laser fluorosensor, with its ability to use
water Kaman scatt2ring suppression t_ the o_rlyirg oil
to measure thickness __i0 pro.
o
OIL ID_N_IFICATIGN _ _he laser fluorosensor is
pr_nent among remote sensing devices for oil
identification- _his ability extends ix)both the
identification of oil apart from other marine phenomena,
as well as the categorization of basic oil types. _he
basic reas0n for the aptitude of the I2S is due to its
measurement of se_ral independent variables, such as
fluorescenoe oonversion efficiency, fluorescence decay
history and fluorescent radiation o_r numerous spectral
bar_s.
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RECQ_TIONS
le
It is recommended that s_udies be conducted of the time
history of oil/water contrast, particularly for passiue
sensors. The study of oil and water radiances in the
time domain is difficult logistically, and als0 due to
the interfering influence of environmental variables.
Nevertheless, the definition of radiance as a functicn of
time is a poter_-°ally valuable tool for target
indentification _ the determination of the ti_e of
spilling.
o
The chromaticity technique for multi-spectral data
analysis has been found useful for measurin_ sus_
sediment concentration (Munday et al., 1979) duet° its
capability for (relative) atmospheric adjus_,ent. _his
method should be investigated for its applicability to
oil slick targets, since atmospheric correction would not
be possible, using the altitude/radiance regression
technique used herein, for data sets which are limited to
a small range of altitudes Or acquired from satellite
platforms.
o
One dimension for oil detection or oil/water contrast
measurement, which is only basically addressed in this
report, is that of spatial texture. This is an important
variable for radar wavelengths; and should also he
investigated for all high (spatial) resolution sensors --
both imaging and profiling.
.o
.
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The laser fluorosenso_" is L_cogniz_] as, _ly, the
most successful remote sensor for detecting and
identifying marine oil slicks u_er a variety of
conditions (O'Neil et al. _ i98£k:). It should be tested
under conditions more suitable for its performance than
were the case during the Wallqss exercise in November
1978. Flights should be conducted at dusk and/or dawn,
_hen illumination conditions are adequate for aircraft q
navigation, yet minimt,n for generating naturally (solar)/" '
excited fluorescence. The fluorosensor should also be
tested for the variety of oil target conditions that
occur when the oil is in an ice-infested environment.
This is of particular interest for Arctic _,_,ters,where
many other sensors ha%_ significantly reduc._d'._bilities,
due to false targets and noise in6roduced by _ce in its
varieo forms.
It is reo0.mer_ed that thermal infrared sensors be tested
for oil detection in an ice environment. TIR may be the
most effective passive sensor to use in the Arctic, with
the ability to "see" oil when it is in, on and, perhaps,
under (thin) ice.
The spectral signature of oil and the influence of
oil/ice mixtures within a rtaolution cell should be
established for all existing satellite systems that may
be used for spill location and measur_nt. _his type of
data should be collected and stored now, in preparation
for an emergency situation in which lengthy
investigations are impractical.
._'J- ]
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Airborne multi-spectral scanner data of oil in a marine/
ice environment can be used _ synthesise oil spill data
for future satellite systems. This type of activity has
been conducted already, for a variety of other
environmental targets, to determine the effort that
should be applied towards receiving, processing and
analysing such data. It would be advisable to collect
similar information for oil spill targets, to select
among the multitude of satellite systems forthcoming, and
thereby, apply resources to those of the greatest
utility.
Whereas any single sensor may misinterpret "false" oil
targets, the probability of this occurring is greatly
reduced when different sensors are used simultaneously.
_dditional development and testing of multi-sensor
overlay/comparison/correlation is recommended for
cross-calibration of one sensor with another, and to take
advantage of their independent oil detection abilities.
I
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ApPI_DICES
_p_lDIX i_ _RS S_k_RS AND pIATFOI_ USED IN 'I_E _LOl_3
OIL SPILL MISSION
DC-3 (C-GRSA) Complement:
Closed Circuit Television (C.CTV)
* Laser Fluorosensor Mk III (LFS)
bow Light Level Television (LLLTV)
* Vinten 70-ram Cameras (Vinten)
* Multispectral Scanner (MSS)
Optical Multispectral Analyser (OMA)
Miller Pieau Photcmeter (MPPH)
Multiple Detector Electro-optical Imaging Scanner (MEIS)
CV-580 {C-(_SC) Complement:
Closed Circuit Television (CCTV)
* Wild Heerbrugg RC-10 23-cm Camera (RC-10)
* Dual-channel (UV/TIR) Line Scanner (DCLS)
* ERIM Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAIl)
* Microwave Scattez_mueter (MS)
Side-looking 35-ram Cameras (35-ram)
Sensors used in this study are marked with an asterisk in the
abo_ list, and their technical specifications (fr_ CCRS, 1977; and
O'Neil et al., 1980a) are given below.
1
I
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AIRCRAFT C-CRSA
Description:
Performance:
Sensor locations:
Sensor Control:
Support Systems:
DC-3 (Dakota)
Transport-t3fl_ aircraft, having tw0 Pratt and
Whitney reciprocating engines. Two pilots are
mandatory, and an additional five or six sensor
operators may be carried.
Operational Ceiling -- 3000 m
Flight Duration- 5 hours
Range -- 1200 km
True Airspeed 220 to 280 M_/hr
Basic Weight -- 8871 kg
Fuel Load (_oltmle; weight) 3046 h 2188 Mg
Total all up Weight -- 12 200 kg
Fuel consumption -- 245 M_/hr @ 260 km/hr
Electric Power Available -- 7.2 kVA
All sensors are located aft o_ the wing-root, and
are completely accessible during flight.
_hree double equipment racks ha_e been provided to
mount all sensor controls.
14-channel Mincom tape recorder
Closed circuit television and video tape recording
system
A_%S
Navigation -- ADF, INS, VIE, provision for Doppler
Radar altimeter
Communication N %"_F, }IF
APU -- Gas-operated for ground power and internal
engine starting.
Type=
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AIRCRAFT C-CRSC
CV-580 (known as the SAR-580 when equipped with SAR)
Description: The CV-580 is a former passenger-transport aircraft,
.... having two Allison 501-d13d propeller jet engines,
producing 8000 hp. The aircraft crew consists of
t_ pilots. It has positions for se_n sensor
operators.
Performance= Operational Ceiling- 7000 m
Flight Duration -- 5 hours (with full sensor and
operator complement aboard)
Range -- 2800 km
True Airspeed -- 280 to 550 kin/hr.
Basic Weight -- 13 044 kg
Zero Fuel Weight -- 20 408 kg
Fuel Load (vol_e; weight) -- ii 010 I; 8941 kg
Total all up Weight -- 26 375 kg
Fuel Consumption -- 900 kg/hr @ 550 km/hr (5500 m)
@ 370 km/hr (1500 m)
Electric Power Available -- 15 kVA
Sensor Location: Aft part of the fuselage completely accessible
during flight-
support systems: 14-channel Minccm Tape Recorder
Closed-circuit colour television and video tape
recording system
An_S
Navigation -- ADF, INS, VLF, provision for Doppler
APU -- for ground power and internal engine
starting
I
\\, -
Descriptio_
Transmitter:
Receiver:
_ III
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/ASER FL/_CS_
A pulsed UV, laser-activated, range-gated
fluoresence detector. A medium-resolution
spec_ter a!lu_s the fluorescent return _ be
categorized.
iaseE:
Wavelength:
Pulse length:
Pulse energ_
Beam divergence:
Repetition rate:
nitrogen gas
337 nm
3 ns FaSS
3mrad xlmrad
100 Hz
Telescope:
Clear aperture:
Pield of vie_.
Intensifier un-gate period:
Spectral range:
Nominal spectral bandpass:
Noise equivalent energy:
Lidar altimeter range:
Lidar resolution:
Recordirg medium=
Real time analyser & display:
weish_
Power:
f/3.1 Dall Kirkhmu
0.0232 m 2
3 _ae x 1 ,,,tad
70 ns
377 to 689 nm
20 n,,v'_].
4.8 x 10-173
75 to 750 m
1.5m
CCr (Kennedy 9800)
e'DF-80
267 kg
28 V IX:, 20.5 A
IIOV 60 Hz, 9 A
-°
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70-ram, CAHEI_- TYPE 492 (MODIFIED)
Description=
AS FL_N_I:
Filter:.
lens:
Fil_
Film capacity
Position:
Shutter speed:
Cycle rate:
Weight=
A 5-<m-by-5.5-cm format camra
W _rISIBLE
Wratten 18A
7.5 cm_ U2.o
2405 (B &W neg)
700 exposures
45" forward
I/5oo sec
NAV
3.8 cm f/2.8
2445 (colour neg)
460 expbsures
Nadir
1/50o sec
0.5 to 999 seconds -- pulse mode
29.5 kg (2 cameras)
28 V IX:,15 A (2 camras)
,. -, J
J
!
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OF pO0_
_+.'ISPECTRAL SCANNER -- DAE_%Z/]S M'K)EL 1260
Description:
CHANNEL
A multi-channel, optical-mechanical line-scan
spectrometer which records energy reflected or emitted
from the Earth's surface.
SPECTRAL RANGE
0Jm)
RESB_IVITY
counts x 103
( W n¢2 nm"1 sr"1.
for gain 1
NOISE EQUIVAIm_
SPECTRAL RADIANCE
) (Wm'2nrn'lsr'lxlO "3 )
for 50 scans/sec
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
IR
w/filter
0.390 to 0.415
0.415 to 0.450
0.445 to 0.495
0.500 to 0.550
0.550 to 0.595
0.590 to 0.645
0.625 to 0.695
0.680 to 0.780
0.765 to 0.895
0.865 to 1.035
8.5 to 12.5
8.5 to 10.5
5.7
7.0
2.6
1.5
i.i
I.i
1.3
1.9
1.5
1.4
210.0"
4.2
1.6
0.72
0.52
0.45
0.42
0.40
0.23
0.31
0.34
0.005
0.02
NOISE
_I"VALENT .
TI_PERATtmE
NET (°C)
0.04
0.2
continued • . •
i+ +
o
I
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MULTI SPECTRAL SCANNER.
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Concluded.
Digital range:
Gains:
Spatial resolution:
Field of view:
Repetition rate:
Recording medium:
Weight:
Power:
0 to 255 (8-bit)
0.5, I, 2, 4, I0
2.5 mrad
85.9 ° (73.7 ° with S-bend eorrection)
12.5, 25, 50, I00 scans/sec
instrumentation tape recorder (digital)
129 kg
28 VDC, 50 A
*IR responsivity is continuously adjustable for coverage of selected
t_mperature range_ value given is for coverage of range 0 to IO°C.
i
4
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WILD H_RB_GG -- RC-10
[_riptiom
[er_:
Shutter speed:
Cycle rate:
Film suppl_
Film capacit_
Filter:
Film types=
23-cm-by-23-on format,, aerial survey camera
88-_m. SAG .If ....
I/I00 to I/I000 sec
l-per-l. 8-sec maximum
individual feed and take-up cassettes with a
separate vacuum platen
280 exposures B & W, 225 exposures colour
NAV 3.3
2445 (colou_ neg)
2443 (false-colour IR)
164
28 V DC, 25 A
64
oR|GIN_M- ?_GE _.$
OF pOOR QUALI't"V
MICROWAVES CATTEd-- _AN_)V-/_ 720
Descript ion: Measures absolute radar backscatter cross-section
as a function of look angle from nadir.
Transmitter frequency:
Transmitter power:
Antenna:
Antenna gain:
Antenna beam width (broadside):
Antenna beam width (fcce-aft) :
Transmit polarization: H or V
Receive polarization:
Ground speed range:
Recording medium:
Accuracy:
13.3 GHz (2.25 cm)
2W
slotted-guide phased array
38 dB
3o
120°
like and crossed
120 to 180 knots
instrumentation tape recorder {analogue)
Absolute HH i. dB
HV 3. dB
VH 3. dB
W 3. dB
Resolution:
Sensitivity:
Weigbt_
Relati_ 0.5 dB
0.26 x (ground speed [ms-1] ) along track
0.052 x (altitude [m]) cross track
8 dB SNR for _HH = -35 dB* at 600 m at 60°
incidence' angle.
antenna -- 16 kg
electronics- 41 kg
110 V, 400 Hz, 2.8 A
II0 V, 60 Hz, 0.3 A
* doHH for sea clutter for wind speed of 2 m/sec (Jones, 1977)
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DL_L_CtAL_LINESCANNER_EaedalusM°del 1230
Description: A dual-channel optical/mechanical !inescanning radiometer
that records energy reflected or emitted from the Earth's
surface.
Channel: UV
IR
Spectral region: 0.30 to 0.37 _m FWHM
8.5 to 12.5 _m or
8.5 to 10.5 jan with
filter
Spatial resolution:
Responsivity:
5.5 mrad
2.56 x 104 counts
W m"2 sr "1 nm"1
2.5 mrad
21.0 x 104 counts
W m"2 sr "1 rm-1
for gain setting = i00 for selected
temperature range
0 to 10°C
NEN_/NET:
-1 -1
1 x 10-4 Wm "2 sr nm 0.04 °C
(at approx. 20°C: 0.2oC with filter
temperature dependent)
Field of view:.
Repetition rate:
Recordirg _i_z
Weight:
Power=
77.3 °
60 scans per second
instru_entatinn tape recorder (analocj_)
54.5 kg
28 V DC, 20A
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ERT_I SYm'HE_C APEglXJRE PJ_%R
Description: The ERIM SAR provides simultaneous microwa_ imagery in
the X and L Bands
Frequency:
Transmitter peak power:
XBand LSana
9.350 GHz (3.2 cm) 1.315 GHz (22.8 cm)
ikW 5kW
Antenna gain: 28 dB 16.5 dB
Along track beanwidth:
Depression angle:
Recorder swath width:
(slant range)
i.I ° 7 °
0° tO 90° 0° tO 90°
5.6 _* 5.6 km
Maximum range: 24.1 km 24.1 km
Pulsewidth: 3 psec 2 )_qec
Resolution: rage: 1.5 m 2.3 m
azimuth: 2.1 m 2.1 m
Sensitivity: **
(sin)
3 dB 12 dB
for VV = -40 c_ for %_ = -40 dB
-17 dB -15 dB
for HH = -60 dB for HH = -67 dB
Recording medium:
- film with s-_equent optical processing
-a si_le-cham_l real time processor is la!so
available
Weight: -digital magnetic tape
1635 kg total (501 kg re_al time processor)
Power: 4.8 kvA
W*
20 km with wide-swath artenna, X-HH mode only.
for a depression angle of 8° and altitude of 600 m, and for
normalized radar cross-sections for the subsection given in
Edgerton (]975) and SMolnik (1969).
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9.2 APP_'DIX B: I_TA USED .
_e following tables list the Subsets of the sensors used and
data collected by the two CCRS aircraft that"were used in this
analysis.
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All plates are contained in an envelope inside the back cover of the
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Figure 3.I.A. Volume and surface reflection of water; from the MSS and the DCLS.
Dotted lines represent stan¢]ard error envelope.
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Figure 3.I.B. Volume and surface reflection of waterl from the MSS and the DCLq.
Dotted lines represent standard error envelope.
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Figure 3.3.A. Thermal infrared record from the Multispectral Scanner; 2 November
1978; line 09. Data have been aspect-ratio corrected to present
square pixels (no S-bend correction) . Nearest neighbour theme
filter applied, to smooth speckle. Radicmetric calibration (for
oil only) :
Radiance _ _Apparent Temp. Physical T_.
(Wm -2 _-i sr-l) (o }_ivin) (o Kelvin)
2 i
3<
4 i
Water
8.19 288. B 289.6
8.09 288.0 283.8
7.98 287.2 288.0
7.B7 286.4 287.2
7.76 285.6 286.4
8.05 287.8 288.5
oil emissi:_itY = 0.987
Alphanumeric characters show position of discrete data points in Figure 3.3.K.
MSS TIR 2/21
THEMES- ! 2 3
..
200 M
1-
Figure 3.3.B.
The_ infrared record fruu the Multi_spectralScanner; 2 No_m_ber
1978t line II. Data ha%_ been aspect-ratio corrected to present
square pi_els (no S-bend correction). Nearest neighbour theme
filter .applied,to smooth .speckle. Radic_etric calibration (for
oil only) :
Radiance Apparent Temp. Physical T_.
(Wm -2 _-i st-l) (o _elvin) (o Kelvin)
7.95 287.0 287.8
1 _ 7.87 286.4 287.2
2 _ 7.78 285.8 286.5
3 _ 285.9
4 _ 7.70 285.1
-- - 7.62 2_4.5 285.3
Water 7.80 285.9 286.6
oil emissivity = 0.987
' Almhanumeric dmracters show position of discrete data _x_ints in Figure 3.3.K.
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Figure3.3.C.
Theme
#
Thennal infrared record from the Multispectral Scanner; 2 NDvember
1978; line 24. Data have been aspect-ratio corrected to present
square pixels (no S-bend correction). Nearest neighbour theme
filter applied, to smooth speckle. Radiometric calibration (for
oil only) :
_%diance Apparent Temp. Physical Temp.
(W m-2 _-i sr-l) (o Kelvin) (o Kelvin)
°
8.17 288.6 289.5
I _ 7.81 286.0 286.8
2 _ 7.96 287.1 287.9
3 /
4 _ 8.02 287.6 288.48.01 287.5 238.3
%4ater 8.03 237.6 288.3
oil emissivic ! = 0.986
Alphanumeric characters show position of discrete data points in Figure 3.3.K.
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Figure 3.3.D. Thermal infrared record frun the MLtltispectral _; 3 November
1978; line 09. Data ha%_ been aspect-ratio corrected to present
square pixels (no S-bend co_cn). Nearest neighbour theme
filter applied, to smooth speckle. Radicmetric calibration (for
oil only) :
Radiance Apparent T_Rp. Physical Temp.
(W m -2 _-i sr -1) (o Kelvin) (o Kelvin)
2 /
3 /
4 /
Water
8.05 287.8 288.7
7.98 287.2 288.1
7.90 286.6 287.5
7.82 286.0 286.9
7.74 285.5 286.3
8.03 287.6 288.3
oil emissivity = 0.986
Alphan_,eric characters show position of discrete data points in Figure 3.3.K.
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Figure 3.3.E. Thermal infrared record from the Multispectral Scanner;
3 November 1978; line 14. Data have been aspect-ratio
corrected to present square pixels (no S-bend correction).
Nearest neighbour theme fzlter applied, to smooth speckle.
Radiometric calibration (for oil only):
Theme Radiance Apparent Temp. Physical Temp.
# (W m -2 2 -1 sr -I) (o Kelvin) (o KelVin)
8.17 288.7 289.5
1 _ 8.03 287.6 288.4
2 _ 7.89 286.6 287.4
3 _ 7.75 285.5 286.3
4 _ 7.61 284.5 285.2
water 8.02 287.6 288.3
oil emissivity = 0.987
!
!
i
I
J
AiDhanumeric characters show position of discrete data points in Figure
3.3.K.
!07 BLACK AND WHITE PI'{.OTOGI:b_..,,'_
INTERA i
Figure 3.3.F. _1_nmL1 inframd record f_m t_e Multispectral _; 3 November
1978; line 19. Data ha_ been aspect-ratio corrected t_ present
square pt_ls (no S-herd correction}. Nearest neighbo_ b_eme
filter a_plied, to smDoth speckle. Radiomstric calibration (for
oil only) :
_aL_,ce A_-ent Temp. p_sical _mp.
# (W m-2 LI-I T_-I) (o Kelvin) (o Kelvin)
8.35 289.9 291.0
i /-- 288.8 289.8
2 _ 8.19
3 _ 8.03 287.6 288.6
4 _ 7.87 286.4 287.4
7.72 285.3 286.2
Water 8.05 287.8 288.5
oil emissivity - 0.984
Alphanu_eric characters show position of discrete data points in Figure 3.3.K.
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MSS TIR 3/22
THEHES" 1 2 3 4
Figure 3.3.G.
_ezmal infrared record from the Multispec_ Scanter; 3 No_m_er
1978; line 22. Data ha_ been aspect-ratio corrected to present
pills (no S-_nd correcti_). Nearest neighbour thm_
filter applied, to smooth speckle. Radiometric calibrdtion (for
oil unly) :
_eme _ance _rent Tecp.
1 _ 8.34 289.9 290.78.22 289.0 289.8
2 _ 8.10 288.1 288.9
3 _ 7.98 287.2 288.0
4 _ 7.86 286.3 287.1
Water 8.21 289.0 289.7
oil emissivity - 0.987
ehysical Te_.
(o Kelvin.L.___ ......
Alphanumeric characters show position of discrete data points in Figuxe 3.3.K
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Figure 3.3.H. _Termal infrared zecord from the Dual-Channel Line Scanner; 2 November
1978; line 03. Data have been aspect-ratio and S-bend co_, and
a low-pass vi_=o filter applied to smooth speckle. Radiometric
cal/braticn (for oil only):
Radiance A_gar_t Temp. Physical _mp.
(Wm -2 _r-i sr-I) (o Kelvin) (o Kelvin)
2
4
Water
7.76 285.6 286.4
7.91 286.7 287.6
8.10 288.1 289.0
8.30 289.6 290.5
8.48 291.0 291.8
8.22 289.0 289.7
oil emissivity - 0.986
Alphanumeric characters show position of discrete data points in Figure 3.3.K. and
Table 3.2.A.
Ii0
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Figure 3.3.I. _ermal infrared record f_m the Dual-Channel Line Scanner; 2 No, tuber
1978; line 06. Data ha_ been aspect-ratio and S-bend corrected, and
a lcw-pass video filter applied to smooth speckle. Radiometric
calibration (for oil only):
Radiance Apparent Temp. Physical _.
(Wm -2 _-i sr-l) (o Kelvin) (o Kelvin)
7.72 285.3 286.1
2 _ 7.92 286.8 287.6
_---- 8.12 288.3 289.1
3 /
4 _ 8.33 289.8 290.68.53 291.2 289.3
Water 8.16 288.6 289.3
oil emissivity = 0.987
Alphanumeric characters show position of discrete data points in Figure 3.3.K and
Table 3.2.A.
iii
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/
Figure 3.3.J. _hermal infrared zecord from the Dual-Chancel Line Scanner; 3 No_mber
1978; line 4B. Data has been aspect ratio ccrrecbed (no S-bend
correction), and a low-pass video filter applied to smooth speckle.
Radiumetric calibration (for oil only):
Radiance Apparent Temp. Physical Temp.
# (W m-2 _-i st-l) (o Kelvin) (o Kelvin)
1 _ 7.69 285.1 285.8
2 _ 7.96 287.1 287.9
3 _ 8.13 288.4 289.2
4 _ 8.59 291.7 292.58.88 293.8 294.6
Water 8.18 288.7 289.5
oil emissivity ,,0.987
Alphanumeric characters show position of discrete data points in Figure 3.3.K and
Table 3.2.A.
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Figure 3.4.T. 16 _h_nnel correlation of airborne fluorescence spectrum of
Murban crude oil with laboratory spectr_n of La P_sa crude oil.
_0 = log (PHI).
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Fi_/re 3.5.B.
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Polarization _J
Time relative to 17:_3:47.2 C_?2 -
Nomalized backscatterLng cross-sect/on
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Normalized backscattering cross-section
for six look angles of the microwave
scatterometer fore beam, as.a function of
time. Joined arrows indicate coverage by
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,_ormalized bad_cattering cross-section
for six look angles of the microwave
scatterometer aft beam, as a f_nction of
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Figure 4.5.B.
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Figure 3.5.F.
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Figure 3.5.J.
:_ovember 3, line 4B
Polarization HV
'Eime relative to 15:30:I0.2
V_lized ba -du_cattering cross-section
for six. look angles of the microwave
scat_ter aft beam, as a f1_nction of
tL,-e. Joined arrows indicate coverage by
Figure 4.5.E.
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Z_zmalized backscattaring cross-sect.iota
for six look angles of the micro_e
scatterometer fore bean, as a f_nction of
time. Joi.-_ arrows indicate co__rage by_
Figure 4.5.F.
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Normalized ba -ckscattering cross-section
Figure 3.5.L. for six loc_¢ angles of the microwave
_ov_r 3, iL_e 4B scatterc_eter aft i_a, as a funct_ion of
Polarization HH time. joined arrc_s indicate coverage by _
T_,_ relative to 13:30:10.2 _'?_
Figure 4.5. F.
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Figure 3.6.A SAR pass #2, November 2, 1978.
Pixel size - 2.3m. Grey level
themes represent four contiguous
ranges of radar backscatter in-
tensity.
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Figure 3.6.B. SAR pass #2, NDvember 2, 1978.
Pixel size = 2.3m. Grey level
thes_s have been a_oot_._ and
represent four contiguous ranges
of radar backscatter intensity.
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Figure 3.6.C. SAR pass #5, November 3, 1978.
Pixel size = 3.5m. Grey level
themes represent three cQntiguous
ranges of radar backscatter
intensi_l.
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Figure 3.6.D.
SAR pass #5, November 3, 1978
pLxel size = 3.5m. Grey level
themes have been smoothed and
represent three contiguous ranges
of radar ba_kscatter intensity.
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Figure 3.6.G.
\
Pseudo three-dimensional view of oil slick target
(shaded area) on SAR X-HH scene; November 2, 1978,
pass #2. Vertical axis is inverted dB scale.
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Figure 3.6.H.
Pseudo three_limensional view of oil slick target
(shaded area) _ SAR XW_H _ene; No.meet 3, 1978,
pass #5. Vertical axis is inverted dB scale.
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Figure 4.1 .L. Scattergram showing relationship of M_S Band 4 radiance
and fluorosensor (PHI) oorrelation; 2 November 1978,
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Figure 4.i.M. Scattergram showing relationship of M_S Band 4 radiance
and fluorosensor (PHI) correlation; 2 November 1978,
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Figure 4.5.N. Microwave scatterometer (backscatter) versus TIR (radiance) comparison.
No;_d0er 2, line 03; _ polarization VII.
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Microwave sc_tteromoter (backscatter) versus TIR (radiance) comparison.
November 2, line 06; MS polarization HH.
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